
Database Techniques for the World-Wide Web: A SurveyDaniela FlorescuInria Roquencourtdana@rodin.inria.fr Alon LevyUniv. of Washingtonalon@cs.washington.edu Alberto MendelzonUniv. of Torontomendel@cs.toronto.edu1 IntroductionThe popularity of the World-Wide Web (WWW) has madeit a prime vehicle for disseminating information. The rel-evance of database concepts to the problems of managingand querying this information has led to a signi�cant bodyof recent research addressing these problems. Even thoughthe underlying challenge is the one that has been tradition-ally addressed by the database community { how to managelarge volumes of data { the novel context of the WWW forcesus to signi�cantly extend previous techniques. The primarygoal of this survey is to classify the di�erent tasks to whichdatabase concepts have been applied, and to emphasize thetechnical innovations that were required to do so.We do not claim that database technology is the magic bulletthat will solve all web information management problems;other technologies, such as Information Retrieval, Arti�cialIntelligence, and Hypertext/Hypermedia, are likely to bejust as important. However, surveying all the work goingon in these areas, and the interactions between them anddatabase ideas, would be far beyond our scope.We focus on three classes of tasks related to informationmanagement on the WWW.Modeling and querying the web: Suppose we view theweb as a directed graph whose nodes are web pages andwhose edges are the links between pages. A �rst task weconsider is that of formulating queries for retrieving certainpages on the web. The queries can be based on the contentof the desired pages and on the link structure connecting thepages. The simplest instance of this task, which is providedby search engines on the web is to locate pages based on thewords they contain. A simple generalization of such a queryis to apply more complex predicates on the contents of apage (e.g., �nd the pages that contain the word \Clinton"next to a link to an image). Finally, as an example of a querythat involves the structure of the pages, consider the queryasking for all images reachable from the root of the CNNwebsite within 5 links. The last type of queries are especiallyuseful when detecting violations of integrity constraints ona web site or a collection of web sites.

Information extraction and integration: Certain websites can be viewed at a �ner granularity level than pages,as containers of structured data (e.g., sets of tuples, orsets of objects). For example, the Internet Movie Database(http://www.imdb.com) can be viewed as a front end in-terface to a database about movies. Given the rise in thenumber of such sites, there are two tasks we consider. The�rst task is to actually extract a structured representationof the data (e.g., a set of tuples) from the HTML pagescontaining them. This task is performed by a set of wrap-per programs, whose creation and maintenance raises severalchallenges. Once we view these sites as autonomous hetero-geneous databases, we can address the second task of posingqueries that require the integration of data. The second taskis addressed by mediator (or data integration) systems.Web site construction and restructuring: A di�er-ent aspect in which database concepts and technology canbe applied is that of building, restructuring and managingweb-sites. In contrast to the previous two classes which ap-ply on existing web sites, here we consider the process ofcreating sites. Web sites can be constructed either by start-ing with some raw data (stored in databases or structured�les) or by restructuring existing web sites. Peforming thistask requires methods for modeling the structure of web siteand languages for restructing data to conform to a desiredstructure.Before we begin, we note that there are several topics con-cerning the application of database concepts to the WWWwhich are not covered in this survey, such as caching andreplication (see [WWW98, GRC97] for recent works), trans-action processing and security in web environments (seee.g. [Bil98]), performance, availability and scalability issuesfor web servers (e.g. [CS98]), or indexing techniques andcrawler technology (e.g. [CGMP98]). ( Furthermore, thisis not meant to be a survey on existing products even inthe areas on which we do focus. Finally, there are severaltangential areas whose results are applicable to the systemswe discuss, but we do not cover them here. Examples ofsuch �elds include systems for managing document collec-tions and ranking of documents (e.g., Harvest [BDH+95],Gloss [GGMT99]) and exible query answering systems [BT98].Finally, the �eld of web/db is a very dynamic one; hence,there are undoubtedly some omissions in our coverage, forwhich we apologize in advance.The survey is organized as follows. We begin in Section 2 bydiscussing the main issues that arise in designing data mod-els for web/db applications. The following three sections



consider each of the aforementioned tasks. Section 6 con-cludes with perspectives and directions for future research.2 Data Representation for Web/DB TasksBuilding systems for solving any of the previous tasks re-quires that we choose a method for modeling the underlyingdomain. In particular, in these tasks, we need to model theweb itself, structure of web sites, internal structure of webpages, and �nally, contents of web sites in �ner granularities.In this section we discuss the main distinguishing factors ofthe data models used in web applications.Graph data models: As noted above, several of the ap-plications we discuss require to model the set of web pagesand the links between them. These pages can either be onseveral sites or within a single site. Hence, a natural wayto model this data is based on a labeled graph data model.Speci�cally, in this model, nodes represent web pages (orinternal components of web pages), and arcs represent linksbetween pages. The labels on the arcs can be viewed as at-tribute names. Along with the labeled graph model, severalquery languages have been developed. One central featurethat is common to these query languages is the ability toformulate regular path expression queries over the graph.Regular path expressions enable posing navigational queriesover the graph structure.Semistructured data models: The second aspect of mod-eling data for web applications is that in many cases thestructure of the data is irregular. Speci�cally, when model-ing the structure of a web site, we don't have a �xed schemawhich is given in advance. When modeling data coming frommultiple sources, the representation of some attributes (e.g.,addresses) may di�er from source to source. Hence, severalprojects have considered models of semistructured data. Theinitial motivation for this work was the existence and rela-tive success of permissive data models such as [TMD92] inthe scienti�c community, the need for exchanging objectsacross heterogeneous sources [PGMW95], and the task ofmanaging document collections [MP96].Broadly speaking, semistructured data refers to data withsome of the following characteristics:� the schema is not given in advance and may be implicitin the data,� the schema is relatively large (w.r.t. the size of thedata) and may be changing frequently,� the schema is descriptive rather than prescriptive, i.e.,it describes the current state of the data, but violationsof the schema are still tolerated,� the data is not strongly typed, i.e., for di�erent ob-jects, the values of the same attribute may be of dif-fering types.Models for semistructured data have been based on labeleddirected graphs [Abi97, Bun97].1 In a semistructured datamodel, there is no restriction on the set of arcs that emanatefrom a given node in a graph, or on the types of the values of1It should be noted that there is no inherent di�culty in trans-lating these models into relational or object-oriented terms. In fact,the languages underlying Description Logics (e.g., Classic [BBMR89])and FLORID [HLLS97] have some of the features mentioned above,and are described in non-graph models.

attributes. Because of the characteristics of semistructureddata mentioned above, an additional feature that becomesimportant in this context is the ability to query the schema(i.e., the labels on the arcs in the graph). This feature issupported in languages for querying semistructured data byarc variables which get bound to labels on arcs, rather thannodes in the graph.In addition to developing models and query languages forsemistructured data, there has been considerable recent workon issues concerning the management of semistructured data,such as the extraction of structure from semistructured data[NAM98], view maintenance [ZGM98, AMR+98], summa-rization of semistructured data ([BDFS97, GW97]), and rea-soning about semistructured data [CGL98, FFLS98]. Asidefrom the relevance of these works to the tasks mentioned inthis survey, the systems based on these methods will be ofspecial importance for the task of managing large volumesof XML data [XML98].Other characteristics of web data models: Anotherdistinguishing characteristic of models used in web/db ap-plications is the presence of web-speci�c constructs in thedata representation. For example, some models distinguisha unary relation identifying pages and a binary relation forlinks between pages. Furthermore, we may distinguish be-tween links within a web site and external links. An im-portant reason to distinguish a link relation is that it cangenerally only be traversed in the forward direction. Addi-tional second order dimensions along which the data modelswe discuss di�er are (1) the ability to model order amongelements in the database, (2) modeling nested data struc-tures, and (3) support for collection types (sets, bags, ar-rays). An example of a data model that incorporates explicitweb-speci�c constructs (pages and page schemes), nesting,and collection types is ADM, the data model of the Ara-neus project [AMM97b]. We remark that all the models wemention in this paper represent only static structures. Forexample, the work on modeling the structure of web sites donot consider dynamic web pages created as a result of userinputs.An important aspect of languages for querying data in webapplications is the need to create complex structures as aresult of a query. For example, the result of a query ina web site management system is the graph modeling theweb site. Hence, a fundamental characteristic of many ofthe languages we discuss in this paper is that their queryexpressions contain a structuring component in addition tothe traditional data �ltering component.Table 1 summarizes some of the web query systems cov-ered in this paper. A more detailed version of this table,http://www.cs.washington.edu/homes/alon/webdb.html in-cludes URLs for the systems where available. In subsequentsections we will illustrate in detail languages for queryingdata represented in these models.3 Modeling and Querying the WebIf the web is viewed as a large, graph-like database, it isnatural to pose queries that go beyond the basic informa-tion retrieval paradigm supported by today's search enginesand take structure into account; both the internal structureof web pages and the external structure of links that inter-connect them. In an often-cited paper on the limitations ofhypertext systems, Halasz says: [Hal88]



System Data Model Language Style Path Expressions Graph CreationWebSQL [MMM97] relational SQL Yes NoW3QS [KS95] labeled multigraphs SQL Yes NoWebLog [LSS96] relational Datalog No NoLorel [AQM+97] labeled graphs OQL Yes NoWebOQL [AM98] hypertrees OQL Yes YesUnQL [BDHS96] labeled graphs structural recursion Yes YesStrudel [FFK+98, FFLS97] labeled graphs Datalog Yes YesAraneus (Ulixes) [AMM97b] page schemes SQL Yes YesFlorid [HLLS97] F-logic Datalog Yes NoTable 1: Comparison of query systemsContent search ignores the structure of a hy-permedia network. In contrast, structure searchspeci�cally examines the hypermedia structurefor subnetworks that match a given pattern.and goes on to give examples where such queries are useful.3.1 Structural Information RetrievalThe �rst tools developed for querying the web were the well-known search engines which are now widely deployed andused. These are based on searching indices of words andphrases appearing in documents discovered by web \crawlers."More recently, there have been e�orts to overcome the lim-itations of this paradigm by exploiting link structure inqueries. For example, [Kle98], [BH98] and [CDRR98], pro-pose to use the web structure to analyze the many sitesreturned by a search engine as relevant to a topic in orderto extract those that are likely to be authoritative sourceson the topic. To support connectivity analysis for this andother applications, (such as e�cient implementations of thequery languages described below) the Connectivity Server[BBH+98] provides fast access to structural information.Google [BP98], a prototype next-generation web search en-gine, makes heavy use of web structure to improve crawlingand indexing performance. Other methods for exploitinglink structure are presented in [PPR96, CK98]. In theseworks, structural information is mostly used behind the scenes,to improve the answers to purely content-oriented queries.Spertus [Spe97] points out many useful applications of queriesthat take link structure into account explicitly.3.2 Related query paradigmsIn this section we briey describe several families of querylanguages that were not developed speci�cally for queryingthe web. However, since the concepts on which they arebased are similar in spirit to the web query languages wediscuss, these languages can also be useful for web applica-tions.Hypertext/document query languages: A number ofmodels and languages for querying structured documentsand hypertexts were proposed in the pre-web era. For exam-ple, Abiteboul et al.[ACM93] and Christophides et al.[CACS94]map documents to object oriented database instances bymeans of semantic actions attached to a grammar. Then thedatabase representation can be queried using the query lan-guage of the database. A novel aspect of this approach is thepossibility of querying the structure by means of path vari-

ables. Guting et al.[GZC89] model documents using nestedordered relations and use a generalization of nested rela-tional algebra as a query language. Beeri and Kornatzky[BK90] propose a logic whose formulas specify patterns overthe hypertext graph.Graph query languages: Work in using graphs to modeldatabases, motivated by applications such as software engi-neering and computer network management, led to the G,G+ and GraphLog graph-based languages [CMW87, CMW88,CM90]. In particular, G and G+ are based on labeledgraphs; they support regular path expressions and graphconstruction in queries. GraphLog, whose semantics is basedon Datalog, was applied to Hypertext queries in [CM89].Paredaens et al [PdBA+92] developed a graph query lan-guage for object-oriented databases.Languages for querying semistructured data: Querylanguages for semistructured data such as Lorel [AQM+97],UnQL [BDHS96] and StruQL [FFLS97] also use labeledgraphs as a exible data model. In contrast to graph querylanguages, they emphasize the ability to query the schemaof the data, and the ability to accommodate irregularitiesin the data, such as missing or repeated �elds, heteroge-neous records. Related work in the OO community [Har94]proposes \schema-shy" models and queries to handle infor-mation about software engineering artifacts.These languages were not developed speci�cally for the web,and do not distinguish, for example, between graph edgesthat represent the connection between a document and oneof its parts and edges that represent a hyperlink from oneweb document to another. Their data models, while elegant,are not very rich, lacking such basic comforts as records andordered collections.3.3 First generation web query languagesA �rst generation of web query languages aimed to combinethe content-based queries of search engines with structure-based queries similar to what one would �nd in a databasesystem. These languages, which include W3QL [KS95], Web-SQL [MMM97, AMM97a], and WebLog [LSS96], combineconditions on text patterns appearing within documents withgraph patterns describing link structure. We use WebSQLas an example of the kinds of queries that can be asked.WebSQL WebSQL proposes to model the web as a rela-tional database composed of two (virtual) relations: Docu-ment and Anchor. The Document relation has one tuple foreach document in the web and the Anchor relation has one



tuple for each anchor in each document in the web. Thisrelational abstraction of the web allows us to use a querylanguage similar to SQL to pose the queries.If Document and Anchor were actual relations, we couldsimply use SQL to write queries on them. But since theDocument and Anchor relations are completely virtual andthere is no way to enumerate them, we cannot operate onthem directly. The WebSQL semantics depends instead onmaterializing portions of them by specifying the documentsof interest in the FROM clause of a query. The basic wayof materializing a portion of the web is by navigating fromknown URL's. Path regular expressions are used to describethis navigation. An atom of such a regular expression canbe of the form d1 => d2, meaning document d1 points tod2 and d2 is stored on a di�erent server from d1; or d1 ->d2, meaning d1 points to d2 and d2 is stored on the sameserver as d1.For example, suppose we want to �nd a list of triples of theform (d1,d2,label), where d1 is a document stored on ourlocal site, d2 is a document stored somewhere else, and d1points to d2 by a link labeled label. Assume all our localdocuments are reachable from www.mysite.start.SELECT d.url,e.url,a.labelFROM Document d SUCH THAT"www.mysite.start" ->* d,Document e SUCH THAT d => e,Anchor a SUCH THAT a.base = d.urlWHERE a.href = e.urlThe FROM clause instantiates two Document variables, dand e, and one Anchor variable a. The variable d is boundin turn to each local document reachable from the startingdocument, and e is bound to each non-local document reach-able directly from d. The anchor variable a is instantiatedto each link that originates in document d; the extra condi-tion that the target of link a be document e is given in theWHERE clause. Another way of materializing part of theDocument and Anchor relations is by content conditions:for example, if we were only interested in documents thatcontains the string "database" we could have added to theFROM clause the condition d MENTIONS "database". Theimplementation uses search engines to generate candidatedocuments that satisfy the MENTION conditions.Other Languages W3QL [KS95] is similar in avour toWebSQL, with some notable di�erences: it uses externalprograms (similar to user de�ned functions in object-relationallanguages) for specifying content conditions on �les ratherthan building conditions into the language syntax, and itprovides mechanisms for handling forms encountered dur-ing navigation. In [KS98], Konopnicki and Shmueli describeplanned extensions to move W3QL into what we call thesecond generation. These include modeling internal doc-ument structure, hierarchical web modeling that capturesthe notion of web site explicitly, and replacing the exter-nal program method of specifying conditions with a generalextensible method based on the MIME standard.WebLog [LSS96] di�ers from the above languages in usingdeductive rules instead of SQL-like syntax (see the descrip-tion of Florid below).WQL, the query language of the WebDB project [LSCH98],is similar to WebSQL but it supports more comprehensiveSQL functionality such as aggregation and grouping, andprovides limited support for querying intra-document struc-

ture, placing it closer to the class of languages discussed inthe next subsection.3.4 Second generation: Web Data Manip-ulation LanguagesThe languages above treat web pages as atomic objects withtwo properties: they contain or do not contain certain textpatterns, and they point to other objects. Experience withtheir use suggests there are two main areas of applicationthat they can be useful for: data wrapping, transformation,and restructuring, as described in Section 4; and web siteconstruction and restructuring, as described in Section 5. Inboth application areas, it is often essential to have access tothe internal structure of web pages from the query language,if we want declarative queries to capture a large part of thetask at hand. For example, the task of extracting a set oftuples from the HTML pages of the Internet Movie Databaserequires parsing the HTML and selectively accessing certainsubtrees in the parse tree.In this section we describe the second-generation of webquery languages that we call \Web data manipulation lan-guages." These languages go beyond the �rst generationlanguages in two signi�cant ways. First, they provide accessto the structure of the web objects that they manipulate.Unlike the �rst-generation languages, they model internalstructure of web documents as well as the external linksthat connect them. They support references to model hyper-links, and some support ordered collections and records formore natural data representation. Second, these languagesprovide the ability to create new complex structures as aresult of a query. Since the data on the web is commonlysemistructured (or worse), these languages still emphasizethe ability to support semistructured features. We brieydescribe three languages in this class: WebOQL [AM98],StruQL[FFLS97] and Florid [HLLS97].WebOQLThe main data structure provided by WebOQL is the hy-pertree. Hypertrees are ordered arc-labeled trees with twotypes of arcs, internal and external. Internal arcs are usedto represent structured objects and external arcs are usedto represent references (typically hyperlinks) among objects.Arcs are labeled with records. Figure 1, from [Aro97], showsa hypertree containing descriptions of publications from sev-eral research groups. Such a tree could easily be built, forexample, from an HTML �le, using a generic HTML wrap-per.Sets of related hypertrees are collected into webs. Both hy-pertrees and webs can be manipulated using WebOQL andcreated as the result of a query.WebOQL is a functional language, but queries are couchedin the familiar select-from-where form. For example, sup-pose that the name csPapers denotes the papers databasein Figure 1, and that we want to extract from it the titleand URL of the full version of papers authored by \Smith".select [y.Title,y'.Url]from x in csPapers, y in x'where y.Authors ~ "Smith"In this query, x iterates over the simple trees of csPapers(i.e., over the research groups) and, given a value for x, y
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Figure 1: Example of a hypertreeiterates over the simple trees of x'. The primed variable x'denotes the result of applying to tree x the Prime opera-tor, which returns the �rst subtree of its argument. Thesame operator is used to extract from tree y its �rst subtreein y'.Url. The square brackets denote the Hang operator,which builds an arc labeled with a record formed with the ar-guments (in this example, the �eld names are inferred.) Fi-nally, the tilde represents the string pattern matching pred-icate: its left argument is a string and its right argument isa pattern.Web Creation The query above maps a hypertree intoanother hypertree; more generally, a query is a function thatmaps a web into another. For example, the following querycreates a new page for each research group (using the groupname as URL). Each page contains the publications of thecorresponding group.select x' as x.Groupfrom x in csPapersIn general, the select clause has the form ` select q1 as s1,q2 as s2, ... , qm as sm', where the qi's are queries and eachof the si's is either a string query or the keyword schema.The \as" clauses create the URL's s1, s2, : : : , sm, whichare assigned to the new pages resulting from each query qi.Navigation Patterns Navigation patterns are regular ex-pressions over an alphabet of record predicates; they allowus to specify the structure of the paths that must be followedin order to �nd the instances for variables.Navigation patterns are mainly useful for two purposes. The�rst reason is for extracting subtrees from trees whose struc-ture we do not know in detail or whose structure presentsirregularities, and the second is for iterating over trees con-nected by external arcs. In fact, the distinction between in-ternal and external arcs in hypertrees becomes really usefulwhen we use navigation patterns that traverse external arcs.Suppose that we have a software product whose documen-tation is provided in HTML format and we want to builda full-text index for it. These documents form a complex

hypertext, but it is possible to browse them sequentially byfollowing links having the string \Next" as label. For build-ing the full-text index we need to feed the indexer with thetext and the URL of each document. We can obtain thisinformation using the following query:select [ x.Url, x.Text ]from x in browse("root.html")via (^*[Text ~ "Next"]>)*StruQLStruQL is the query language of the Strudel web sitemanagement system, described below in Section 5. Eventhough StruQL was developed in the context of a speci�cweb application, it is a general purpose query language forsemistructured data, based on a data model of labeled di-rected graphs. In addition, the Strudel data model in-cludes named collections, and supports several atomic typesthat commonly appear in web pages, such as URLs, andPostscript, text, image, and HTML �les. The result of aStruQL query is a graph in the same data model as theinput graphs. In Strudel, StruQL was used for two tasks:querying heterogeneous sources to integrate them into a sitedata graph, and for querying this data graph to produce asite graph.A StruQL query is a set of possibly nested blocks, each ofthe form:[where C1,...,Ck][create N1,...,Nn][link L1,...,Lp][collect G1,...,Gq].The where clause can include either membership conditionsor conditions on pairs of nodes expressed using regular pathexpressions. The where clause produces all bindings of nodeand arc variables to values in the input graph, and the re-maining clauses use Skolem functions to construct a newgraph from these bindings.



We illustrate StruQL with a query de�ning a web site,starting with a Bibtex bibliography �le, modeled as a labeledgraph. The web site will consist of three kinds of pages: aPaperPresentation page for each bibliography entry, a Yearpage for each year, pointing to all papers published in thatyear, and a Root page pointing to all the Year pages. Aftershowing the query in StruQL, we show it in WebOQL togive a feel for the di�erences between the languages.// Create Rootcreate RootPage()// Create a presentation for every publication xwhere Publications(x), x->l->vcreate PaperPresentation(x)link PaperPresentation(x) -> l -> v{ // Create a page for every yearwhere l = "year"create YearPage(v)linkYearPage(v) -> "Year" -> vYearPage(v)->"Paper"->PaperPresentation(x),// Link root page to each year pageRootPage() -> "YearPage" -> YearPage(v)}In the where clause, the notation Publications(x) meansthat x belongs to the collection Publications, and the atomx ! l ! v denotes that there is a link in the graph fromx to v and the label on the arc is l. The same notation isused in the link clause to specify the newly created edges inthe resulting graph. After creating the Root page, the �rstCREATE generates a page for each publication (denotedby the Skolem function, PaperPresentation). The secondCREATE, nested within the outer query, generates a Yearpage for each year, and links it to the Root page and tothe PaperPresentation pages of the publications publishedin that year. Note the Skolem function YearPage ensuresthat a Year page for a particular year is only created once,no matter how many papers were published in that year.Below is the same query in WebOQL.select unique [Url: x.year, Label:"YearPage"]as "RootPage",[ label: "Paper" / x ] as x.yearfrom x in browse("bibtex: myfile.bib")|select [year: y.url] + y as y.urlfrom y in "browse(RootPage)"The WebOQL query consists of two subqueries, with theweb resulting from the �rst one \piped" into the second oneusing the \j" operator. The �rst subquery builds the Root,Paper, and Year pages, and the second one rede�nes eachYear page by adding the \year" �eld to it.FloridFlorid [HLLS97, LHL+98] is a prototype implementation ofthe deductive and object-oriented formalism F-logic [KLW95].To use Florid as a web query engine, a web document ismodeled by the following two classes:url::string[get => webdoc].

webdoc::string[url => url; author => string;modif => string;type => string; hrefs@(string) =>> url;error =>> string].The �rst declaration introduces a class url, subclass of string,with the only method get. The notation get => webdocmeans that get is a single-valued method that returns anobject of type webdoc. The method get is system-de�ned;the e�ect of invoking u.get for a url u in the head of a de-ductive rule is to retrieve from the web the document withthat URL and cache it in the local Florid database as awebdoc object with object identi�er u.get.The class webdocwith methods self, author, modif, type,hrefs and error models the basic information common toall web documents. The notation hrefs@(string) =>> urlmeans that the multi-valued method hrefs takes a stringas argument and returns a set of objects of type url. Theidea is that, if d is a webdoc, then d.hrefs@(aLabel) returnsall URL's of documents pointed to by links labeled aLabelwithin document d.Subclasses of documents can be declared as needed usingF-logic inheritance, e.g.:htmldoc::webdoc[title => string; text => string].Computation in Florid is expressed by sets of deductiverules. For example, the program below extracts from theweb the set of all documents reachable directly or indirectlyfrom the URL www.cs.toronto.edu by links whose labelscontain the string \database."("www.cs.toronto.edu":url).get.(Y:url).get <-(X:url).get[hrefs@(L)=>>{Y}],substr("database",L).Florid provides a powerful formalism for manipulating semi-structured data in a web context. However, it does not cur-rently support the construction of new webs as results ofcomputation; the result is always a set of F-logic objects inthe local store.Ulixes and PenelopeIn the Araneus project [AMM97b], the query and restruc-turing process is split into two phases. In the �rst phase,theUlixes language is used to build relational views over theweb. These views can then be analyzed and integrated usingstandard database techniques. Ulixes queries extract rela-tional data from instances of page schemes de�ned in theADM model, making heavy use of (star-free) path expres-sions. The second phase consists of generating hypertextualviews of the data using the Penelope language. Query op-timization for relational views over sets of web pages, suchas those constructed by Ulixes, is discussed in [MMM98].Interactive query interfacesAll the languages in the previous two subsections are toocomplex to be used directly by interactive users, just as SQLis; like SQL, they are meant to be used mostly as program-ming tools. There has however been work in the design of



interactive query interfaces suitable for casual users. For ex-ample, Dataguides [GW97] is an interactive query tool forsemistructured databases based on hierarchical summariesof the data graph; extensions to support querying singlecomplex web sites are described in [GW98]. The system de-scribed in [HML+98] supports queries that combine multi-media features, such as similarity to a given sketch or image,textual features such as keywords, and domain semantics.Theory of web queriesIn de�ning the semantics of �rst-generation web query lan-guages, it was immediately observed that certain easily statedqueries, such as \list all web documents that no other doc-ument points to," could be rather hard to execute. Thisleads naturally to questions of query computability in thiscontext. Abiteboul and Vianu [AV97a] and Mendelzon andMilo [MM97] propose formal ways of categorizing web queriesaccording to whether they can in principle be computed ornot; the key idea being that essentially, the only possible wayto access the web is to navigate links from known startingpoints. (Note this includes a special case navigating linksfrom the large collections of starting points known as indexservers or search engines.) Abiteboul and Vianu [AV97b]also discuss fundamental issues posed by query optimiza-tion in path traversal queries. Mihaila, Milo and Mendel-zon [MMM97] show how to analyze WebSQL queries interms of the maximum number of web sites. Florescu, Levyand Suciu [FLS98] describe an algorithm for query contain-ment for queries with regular path expressions, which is thenused for verifying integrity constraints on the structure ofweb sites [FFLS98].4 Information IntegrationAs stated earlier, the WWW contains a growing number ofinformation sources that can be viewed as containers of setsof tuples. These \tuples" can either be embedded in HTMLpages, or be hidden behind form interfaces. By writing spe-cialized programs called wrappers, one can give the illusionthat the web site is serving sets of tuples. We refer to thecombination of the underlying web site and the wrapper as-sociated with it as a web source.The task of a web information integration system is to an-swer queries that may require extracting and combining datafrom multiple web sources. As an example, consider the do-main of movies. The Internet Movie Database contains com-prehensive data about movies, their casts, genres and direc-tors. Reviews of movies can be found in multiple other websources (e.g., web sites of major newspapers), and severalweb sources provide schedules of movie showings. By com-bining the data from these sources we can answer queriessuch as: give me a movie, playing time and a review ofmovies starring Frank Sinatra, playing tonight in Paris.Several systems have been built with the goal of answeringqueries using a multitude of web sources [GMPQ+97, EW94,WBJ+95, LRO96, FW97, DG97b, AKS96, Coh98, AAB+98,BEM+98]. Many of the problems encountered in build-ing these systems are similar to those addressed in buildingheterogeneous database systems [ACPS96, WAC+93, HZ96,TRV98, FRV96, Bla96, HKWY97]. Web data integrationsystems have, in addition, to deal with (1) large and evolv-ing number of web sources, (2) little meta-data about thecharacteristics of the source, and (3) larger degree of source

autonomy.An important distinction in building data integration sys-tems, and therefore in building web data integration sys-tems, is whether to take a warehousing or a virtual approach(see [HZ96, Hul97] for a comparison). In the warehousingapproach, data from multiple web sources is loaded into awarehouse, and all queries are applied to the warehouseddata; this requires that the warehouse be updated whendata changes, but the advantage is that adequate perfor-mance can be guaranteed at query time. In the virtual ap-proach, the data remains in the web sources, and queriesto the data integration system are decomposed at run timeinto queries on the sources. In this approach, data is notreplicated, and is guaranteed to be fresh at query time. Onthe other hand, because the web sources are autonomous,more sophisticated query optimization and execution meth-ods are needed to guarantee adequate performance. Thevirtual approach is more appropriate for building systemswhere the number of sources is large, the data is changingfrequently, and there is little control over the web sources.For these reasons, most of the recent research has focusedon the virtual approach, and therefore, so will our discus-sion. We emphasize that many of the issues that arise inthe virtual approach also arise in the warehousing approach(often in a slightly di�erent form), and hence our discussionis relevant to both cases. Finally, we refer the reader to twocommercial applications of web data integration, one thattakes the warehousing approach [Jun98] and the other thattakes the virtual approach [Jan98].A prototypical architecture of a virtual data integration sys-tem is shown in Figure 3. There are two main features distin-guishing such a system from a traditional database system:� As stated earlier, the system does not communicate di-rectly with a local storage manager. Instead, in orderto obtain data, the query execution engine communi-cates with a set of wrappers. A wrapper is a programwhich is speci�c to every web site, and whose task isto translate the data in the web site to a form that canbe further processed by the data integration system.For example, the wrapper may extract from an HTML�le a set of tuples. It should be emphasized that thewrapper provides only an interface to the data servedby the web site, and hence, if the web site providesonly limited access to the data (e.g., through a forminterface that requires certain inputs), then the wrap-per can only support limited access patterns to thedata.� The second di�erence from traditional systems is thatthe user does not pose queries directly in the schema inwhich the data is stored. The reason for this is that oneof the principal goals of a data integration system is tofree the user from having to know about the speci�cdata sources and interact with each one. Instead, theuser poses queries on a mediated schema. A mediatedschema is a set of virtual relations, which are designedfor a particular data integration application. The re-lations in the mediated schema are not actually storedanywhere. As a consequence, the data integration sys-tem must �rst reformulate a user query into a querythat refers directly to the schemas in the sources. Inorder to perform the reformulation step, the data in-tegration system requires a set of source descriptions.A description of an information source speci�es thecontents of the source (e.g., contains movies), the at-
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Figure 2: Architecture of a data integration systemtributes that can be found in the source (e.g., genre,cast), constraints on the contents of the source (e.g.,contains only American movies), completeness and re-liability of the source, and �nally, the query processingcapabilities of the source (e.g., can perform selections,or can answer arbitrary SQL queries).The following are the main issues addressed in the work onbuilding web data integration systems.Speci�cation of mediated schema and reformulation:The mediated schema in a data integration system is theset of collection and attribute names that are used to for-mulate queries. To evaluate a query, the data integrationsystem must translate the query on the mediated schemainto a query on the data sources, that have their own lo-cal schemas. In order to do so, the system requires a set ofsource descriptions. Several recent research works addressedthe problem of how to specify source descriptions and howto use them for query reformulation. Broadly speaking,two general approaches have been proposed: Global as view(GAV) [GMPQ+97, PAGM96, ACPS96, HKWY97, FRV96,TRV98] and Local as view (LAV) [LRO96, KW96, DG97a,DG97b, FW97] (see [Ull97] for a detailed comparison).In the GAV approach, for each relation R in the medi-ated schema, we write a query over the source relationsspecifying how to obtain R's tuples from the sources. TheLAV approach takes the opposite approach. For every in-formation source S, we write a query over the relations inthe mediated schema that describes which tuples are foundin S. The main advantage of the GAV approach is thatquery reformulation is very simple, because it reduces toview unfolding. In contrast, in the LAV approach it is sim-pler to add or delete sources because the descriptions ofthe sources do not have to take into account the possibleinteractions with other sources, as in the GAV approach,and it is also easier to describe constraints on the con-tents of sources. The problem of reformulation becomes avariant on the of the problem of answering queries usingviews [YL87, TSI96, LMSS95, CKPS95, RSU95, DG97b].Completeness of data in web sources: In general, sourcesthat we �nd on the WWW are not necessarily complete for

the domain they are covering. For example, a bibliographysource is unlikely to be complete for the �eld of ComputerScience. However, in some cases, we can assert complete-ness statements about sources. For example, the DB&LPDatabase2 has the complete set of papers published in mostmajor database conferences. Knowledge of completeness ofa web source can help a data integration system in severalways. Most importantly, since a negative answer from acomplete source is meaningful, the data integration systemcan prune access to other sources. The problem of describ-ing completeness of web sources and using this informationfor query processing is addressed in [Mot89, EGW94, Lev96,Dus97, AD98, FW97]. The work described in [FKL97] de-scribes a probabilistic formalism for describing the contentsand overlaps among information sources, and presents algo-rithms for choosing optimally between sources.Di�ering query processing capabilities: From the per-spective of the web data integration system, the web sourcesappear to have vastly di�ering query processing capabilities.The main reasons for the di�erent appearance are (1) theunderlying data may actually be stored in a structured �leor legacy system and in this case the interface to this datais naturally limited, and (2) even if the data is stored in atraditional database system, the web site may provide onlylimited access capabilities for reasons of security or perfor-mance.To build an e�ective data integration system, these capabili-ties need to be explicitly described to the system, adhered to,and exploited as much as possible to improve performance.We distinguish two types of capabilities: negative capabili-ties that limit the access patterns to the data, and positivecapabilities, where a source is able to perform additionalalgebraic operations in addition to simple data fetches.The main form of negative capabilities is limitations on thebinding patterns that can be used in queries sent to thesource. For example, it is not possible to send a query tothe Internet Movie Database asking for all the movies in thedatabase and their casts. Instead, it is only possible to askfor the cast of given movie, or to ask for the set of movies inwhich a particular actor appears. Several works have con-2http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/ ley/db/



sidered the problem of answering queries in the presence ofbinding pattern limitations [RSU95, KW96, LRO96, FW97].Positive capabilities pose another challenge to a data inte-gration system. If a data source has the ability to performoperations such as selections and joins, we would like to pushas much as possible of the processing to the source, therebyhopefully reducing the amount of local processing and theamount of data transmitted over the network. The problemof describing the computing capabilities of data sources andexploiting them to create query execution plans is consid-ered in [PGGMU95, TRV98, LRU96, HKWY97, VP97a]Query optimization: Many works on web data integra-tion systems have focused on the problem of selecting a min-imal set of web sources to access, and on determining theminimal query that needs to be sent to each one. However,the issue of choosing an optimal query execution plan to ac-cess the web sources has received relatively little attentionin the data integration literature [HKWY97], and remainsan active area of research. The additional challenges thatare faced in query optimization over sources on the WWWis that we have few statistics on the data in the sources, andhence little information to evaluate the cost of query exe-cution plans. The work in [NGT98] considers the problemof calibrating the cost model for query execution plans inthis context. The work in [YPAGM98] discusses the prob-lem of query optimization for fusion queries, which are aspecial class of integration queries that focus on retrievingvarious attributes of a given object from multiple sources.Moreover, we believe that query processing in data integra-tion systems is one area which would bene�t from ideas suchas interleaving of planning and execution and of computingconditional plans [GC94, KD98].Query execution engines: Even less attention has beenpaid to the problem of building query execution engines tar-geted for web data integration. The challenges in buildingsuch engines are caused by the autonomy of the data sourcesand the unpredictability of the performance of the network.In particular, when accessing web sources we may experienceinitial delays before data is transmitted, and even when it is,the arrival of the data may be bursty. The work describedin [AFT98, UFA98] has considered the problem of adaptinga query execution plans to initial delays in the arrival of thedata.Wrapper construction: Recall that the role of a wrapperis to extract the data out of a web site into a form that canbe manipulated by the data integration system. For exam-ple, the task of a wrapper could be to pose a query to aweb source using a form interface, and to extract a set ofanswer tuples out of the resulting HTML page. The di�-culty in building wrappers is that the HTML page is usu-ally designed for human viewing, rather than for extractingdata by programs. Hence, the data is often embedded innatural language text or hidden within graphical presenta-tion primitives. Moreover, the form of the HTML pageschanges frequently, making it hard to maintain the wrap-pers. Several works have considered the problem of build-ing tools for rapid creation of wrappers. One class of tools(e.g., [HGMN+98, GRVB98]) is based on developing spe-cialized grammars for specifying how the data is laid out inan HTML page, and therefore how to extract the requireddata. A second class of techniques is based on developinginductive learning techniques for automatically learning awrapper. Using these algorithms, we provide the system

with a set of HTML pages where the data in the page is la-beled. The algorithm uses the labeled examples to automati-cally output a grammar by which the data can be extractedfrom subsequent pages. Naturally, the more examples wegive the system, the more accurate the resulting grammarcan be, and the challenge is to discover wrapper languagesthat can be learned with a small number of examples. The�rst formulation of wrapper construction as inductive learn-ing and a set of algorithms for learning simple classes ofwrappers are given in [KDW97]. The algorithm describedin [AK97] exploits heuristics speci�c to the common uses ofHTML in order to obtain faster learning. It should be notedthat Machine Learning methods have also been used to learnthe mapping between the source schemas and the mediatedschemas [PE95, DEW97]. The work described [CDF+98] isa �rst step in bridging the gap between the approaches ofMachine Learning and of Natural Language Processing tothe problem of wrapper construction. Finally, we note thatthe emergence of XML may lead web site builders to exportthe data underlying their sites in a machine readable form,thereby greatly simplifying the construction of wrappers.Matching objects across sources: One of the hardestproblems in answering queries over a multitude of sources isdeciding that two objects mentioned in two di�erent sourcesrefer to the same entity in the world. This problem arisesbecause each source employs its own naming conventionsand shorthands. Most systems deal with this problem usingdomain speci�c heuristics (as in [FHM94]). In the WHIRLsystem [Coh98], matching of objects across sources is doneby using techniques from Information Retrieval. Further-more, the matching of the objects is elegantly integrated ina novel query execution algorithm.5 Web site construction and restructuringThe previous two sections discussed tasks that concernedquerying existing web sites and their content. However,given the fact that web sites essentially provide access tocomplex structures of information, it is natural to applytechniques from Database Systems to the process of buildingand maintaining web sites. One can distinguish two generalclasses of web site building tasks: one in which web sites arecreated from a collection of underlying data sources, andanother in which they are created by restructuring existingweb sites. As it turns out, the same techniques are requiredfor both of these classes. Furthermore, we note that the taskof providing a web interface to data that exists in a singledatabase system [NS96] is a simple instance of the problemof creating web sites.3To understand the problem of building web sites and thepossible import of database technology, consider the tasksthat a web site builder must address: (1) choosing and ac-cessing the data that will be displayed at the site, (2) design-ing the site's structure, i.e., specifying the data containedwithin each page and the links between pages, and (3) de-signing the graphical presentation of pages. In existing website management tools, these tasks are, for the most part, in-terdependent. Without any site-creation tools, a site builderwrites HTML �les by hand or writes programs to producethem and must focus simultaneously on a page's content, itsrelationship to other pages, and its graphical presentation.As a result, several important tasks, such as automatically3Most database vendors were quick to provide commercial toolsfor performing this task.



updating a site, restructuring a site, or enforcing integrityconstraints on a site's structure, are tedious to perform.Web sites as declaratively de�ned structures: Sev-eral systems have been developed with the goal of apply-ing database techniques to the problem of web site cre-ation [FFK+98, AMM98, AM98, CDSS98, PF98, JB97, LSB+98,TN98]. The common theme to these systems is that theyprovide an explicit declarative representation of the struc-ture of a web site. The structure of the web site is de�nedas a view over existing data. However, we emphasize thatthe languages used to create these views result in graphs ofweb pages with hypertext links, rather than simple tables.The systems di�er on the data model they use, the querylanguage they use, and whether they have an intermediatelogical representation of the web site, rather than havingonly a representation of the �nal HTML.Building a web site using a declarative representation of thestructure of the site has several signi�cant advantages. Sincea web site's structure and content are de�ned declarativelyby a query, not procedurally by a program, it is easy to cre-ate multiple versions of a site. For example, it is possibleto easily build internal and external views of an organiza-tion's site or to build sites tailored to di�erent classes ofusers. Currently, creating multiple versions requires writ-ing multiple sets of programs or manually creating di�erentsets of HTML �les. Building multiple versions of a site canbe done by either writing di�erent site de�nition queries, orby changing the graphical representation independently ofthe underlying structure. Furthermore, a declarative rep-resentation of the web site's structure also supports easyevolution of a web site's structure. For example, to reorga-nize pages based on frequent usage patterns [PE97], or toextend the site's content, simply rewrite the site-de�nitionquery, as opposed to rewriting a set of programs or a set ofHTML �les. Declarative speci�cation of web sites can o�erother advantages. For example, it becomes possible to ex-press and enforce integrity constraints on the site [FFLS98],and to update a site incrementally when changes occur inthe underlying data. Moreover, a declarative speci�cationprovides a platform for developing optimization algorithmsfor run-time management of data intensive web sites. Thechallenge in run-time management of a web site is to auto-matically �nd an optimal tradeo� between precomputationof parts of the web site and click-time computation. Finally,we remark that building web sites using this paradigm willalso facilitate the tasks of querying web sites and integratingdata from multiple web sources.A prototypical architecture of such a system is shown inFigure 3. At the bottom level, the system accesses a set ofdata sources containing the data that will be served on theweb site. The data may be stored in databases, in structured�les, or in existing web sites. The data is represented inthe system in some data model, and the system providesa uniform interface to these data sources using techniquessimilar to the ones described in the previous section. Themain step in building a web site is to write an expression thatdeclaratively represents the structure of the web site. Theexpression is written in a speci�c query language providedby the system. The result of applying this query to theunderlying data is the logical representation of the web sitein the data model of the system (e.g., a labeled directedgraph). Finally, to actually create a browsable web site,the system contains a method (e.g., HTML templates) fortranslating the logical structure into a set of HTML �les.
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Figure 3: Architecture for Web Site Management SystemsSome of the salient characteristics of the di�erent systemsare the following. Strudel [FFK+98] uses a semistructureddata model of labeled directed graphs for modeling both theunderlying data and for modeling the web site. It uses a sin-gle query language, StruQL, throughout the system, bothfor integrating the raw data and for de�ning the structure ofthe web site. Araneus [AMM97b] uses a more structureddata model, ADM, and provides a language for transform-ing data into ADM and a language for creating web sitesfrom data modeled in ADM. In addition, Araneus uses web-speci�c constructs in the data model. The Autoweb [PF98]system is based on the hypermedia design model (HDM), adesign tool for hypermedia applications. Its data model isbased on the entity-relationship model; the \access schema"speci�es how the hyperbase is navigated and accessed ina browsable site; and the \presentation schema" speci�eshow objects and paths in the hyperbase and access schemasare rendered. All three systems mentioned above provide aclear separation between the creation of the logical struc-ture of the web site and the speci�cation of the graphicalpresentation of the site. The YAT system [CDSS98] is anapplication of a data conversion language to the problem ofbuilding web sites. Using YAT, a web site designer writesa set of rules converting from the raw data into an abstractsyntax tree of the resulting HTML, without going throughan intermediate logical representation phase. In fact, ina similar way, other languages for data conversation (suchas [MZ98, MPP+93, PMSL94]) can also be used to buildweb sites. The WIRM system [JB97] is similar in spirit tothe above systems in that it enables users to build web sitesin which in which the pages can be viewed context-sensitiveviews of the underlying data. The major focus of WIRM ison integrating medical research data for the national HumanBrain Project.6 Conclusions, Perspectives and FutureWorkAn overarching question regarding the topic of this surveyis whether the World-Wide Web presents novel problemsto the database community. In many ways, the WWW isnot similar to a database. For example, there is no uni-form structure, no integrity constraints, no transactions, no



standard query language or data model. And yet, as thesurvey has showed, the powerful abstractions developed inthe database community may prove to be key in taming theweb's complexity and providing valuable services.Of particular importance is the view of a large web site asbeing not just a database, but an information system builtaround one or more databases with an accompanying com-plex navigation structure. In that view, a web site has manysimilarities to non-web information systems. Designing sucha web site requires extending information systems designmethodologies [AMM98, PF98]. Using these principles tobuild web sites will also impact the way we query the weband the way we integrate data from multiple web sources.Several trends will have signi�cant impact on the use ofdatabase technology for web applications. The �rst is, ofcourse, XML. The considerable momentum behind XMLand related metadata initiatives can only help the appli-cability of database concepts to the web by providing themuch needed structure in a widely accepted format. Whilethe availability of data in XML format will reduce the needto focus on wrappers converting human readable data to ma-chine readable data, the challenges of semantic integrationof data from web sources still remains. Building on our ex-perience in developing methods for manipulating semistruc-tured data, our community is in a unique position to developtools for manipulating data in XML format. In fact, someof the concepts developed in this community are alreadybeing adapted to the XML context [DFF+98, GMW98].Other projects under way in the database community in thearea of metadata architectures and languages (e.g. [MRT98,KMSS98]) are likely to take advantage of and merge withthe XML framework.A second trend that will a�ect the applicability of databasetechniques for querying the web is the growth of the so-calledhidden web. The hidden web refers to the web pages thatare generated by programs given user inputs, and are there-fore not accessible to web crawlers for indexing. A recentarticle [LG98] claims that close to 80% of the web is alreadyin the hidden web. If our tools are to be able to bene�tfrom data in the hidden web, we must develop techniquesfor identifying sites that generate web pages, classify themand automatically create query interfaces to them.There is no shortage in possible directions for future researchin this area. In the past, the bulk of the work has focused onthe logical level, developing appropriate data models, querylanguages and methods for describing di�erent aspects ofweb sources. In contrast, problems of query optimizationand query execution have received relatively little attentionin the database community, and pose some of the more im-portant challenges for future work. Some of the importantdirections in which to enrich our data models and query lan-guages include the incorporation of various forms of metadata about sources (e.g., probabilistic information) and theprincipled combination of querying structured and unstruc-tured data sources on the WWW.Finally, in this article we tried to provide a representativelist of references on the topic of web and databases. Inaddition to these references, readers can get a more detailedaccount from recent workshops related to the topic of thesurvey [SSD97, Web98, AII98].
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